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D E S I G N E D  B Y  J A M E Y  S T E G M A I E R
A R T  A N D  W O R L D B U I L D I N G  B Y  J A K U B  R O Z A L S K I

1–5 PLAYERS · 60–90 MINUTES · AGES 14+ · COMPETITIVE

The reign of Rasputin and Fenris 
is over, bringing a time of relative 
peace to Europa. The heroic deeds 
of those who protected Europa fade 
into legend. Instead, the eyes of 
the world are on Siberia, where a 
massive meteorite crashed near 
the Tunguska River, awakening 
ancient corruption.

An expedition led by Dr. Tarkovsky 
ventures into the taiga to learn 
about the meteorite and its impact 
on the land. When months pass with 
no reports other than rumors of the 
crew and wildlife being possessed by 
strange parasites, a rescue mission 
is sent after Tarkovsky, but they also 
fail to return.

Itching for adventure, heroes from 
the war privately fund their own 
expeditions to Siberia, hoping to 
find artifacts, overcome challenges, 
and ultimately achieve glory. 
They borrow mechs designed for 
exploration and head to basecamp 
to embark upon their journeys. This 
is where your story begins.

COMPONENTS

1 Basecamp board

5 mech mats

20 location tiles (hexagonal)

5 mech miniatures

5 base snaps

50 worker meeples (ten each of  
purple, green, red, yellow, blue)

12 starting cards

25 item cards

25 meteorite cards

40 quest cards

5 action tokens

5 power tokens

5 guile tokens

20 glory tokens  
(stars; four per player)

24 map tokens

37 corruption tokens (six of each  

and one 20-value token)

1 corruption bag

80 cardboard coins

10 player aids

1 achievement sheet

THE SOLO MODE COMPONENTS ARE LISTED IN THE AUTOMA RULEBOOK.
REPLACEMENT PARTS CAN BE REQUESTED ON THE FORM AT STONEMAIERGAMES.COM/REPLACEMENT-PARTS.

OVERVIEW AND GOAL
Expeditions is a competitive, card-driven, engine-building game of exploration. Play cards to gain 
power, guile, and unique worker abilities; move your mech to mysterious locations; use workers, items, 
meteorites, and quests to enhance your mech; and use power and guile to vanquish corruption from the 
land. Collect glory and riches to complete the most lucrative expedition in this sequel to Scythe! 

A SEQUEL  TO  SCYTHE
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You may Solve, Upgrade, and Meld 
up to 5 times each.
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Your Move range is 1–4 locations.
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Whenever you Vanquish, reduce the cost 
of the first corruption of each color by 1.
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MINDSTONE
meteorite
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If you have 0–2 cards in hand,  
gain . Otherwise, gain .

CLEAR THE  
BLOCKADED BRIDGE

quest

1

051

MOVE: Move your mech to another 
unoccupied location within range (1–3).

GATHER: Gain any of the exposed benefits 
at your mech’s location.

PLAY: Play 1 card from your hand to your 
active row, gaining its core value and 
optionally placing a worker on it to 
activate its ability.

REFRESH: Return all active cards to your 
hand and return all placed workers to 
your mech mat.

The game ends after a player 
 places their 4th glory token.  

All players then take  
one final turn.

coin

power

guile

corruption

map

gain 1 
benefit from 
an adjacent 
location

play 1 card from 
your hand (gain its 
core value; you may 
place a worker)

refresh your cards 
& workers

activate an adjacent 
face-up card’s ability

rescue 1 active 
card (and the 
worker on it, if 
any) to your hand

any card you 
control

A C H I E V E M E N T  S H E E T

THE FIRST WINNERS AT EACH PLAYER COUNT THE FIRST WINNERS FOR EACH MECH

PLAYER COUNT MECH

1 HIGHLANDER
2 LUMBERJACK
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5 TATANKA
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THE FIRST PLAYERS TO HAVE THIS MANY CORRUPTION TOKENS
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DATE NAME

THE FIRST FEW PLAYERS TO HAVE GLORY FOR 2+ ADVANCED  
CATEGORIES (SOLVE, MELD, & UPGRADE)

DATE NAME
THE FIRST FEW PLAYERS TO VANQUISH THE CORRUPTION  

FROM LOCATION 20

DATE NAME
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Each player may write down their name up to 2 times per game.

THE FIRST WINNERS FOR EACH CHARACTER/COMPANION COMBO

PAIR DATE NAME

AKIKO & JIRO

ANNA & WOJTEK

GUNTER & NACHT

MATTHEW & CAESAR

VESNA & VOLTAN

OLGA & CHANGA

THE FIRST PLAYERS TO HAVE AT LEAST THIS SCORE

$ DATE NAME

$50

$60

$70

$80

$90
$100

June 16, 1925: This morning, according to schedule without any major obstacles, we 

reached the Tunguska River. There was a small settlement near the river. This must be 

where Dr. Tarkovsky and his expedition refilled their supplies and refueled vehicles 

before embarking on a journey deep into Siberia.

We will probably also spend the night here and try to gather useful information

from anyone who saw Dr. Tarkovsky. The river and the surrounding area are so beautiful 

and picturesque at this time of the year.
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S E T U P
PLAYER COMPONENTS: Each player gains the following. Return any unused components from each step to the box.

  MECH MAT & MINIATURE: At random, gain a mech mat and the corresponding mech miniature. Choose a base 
snap to select your player color and attach the base snap to your mech.

  STARTING CARDS (CHARACTERS AND COMPANIONS): Gain a character card at random, then gain its matching 
companion card (e.g., if you have the character with II in the upper right, gain the companion also 
marked II). Place these in your hand of cards, kept face up to the left of your mech mat. 

  TOKENS: Place the following on your mech mat:

   the 4 glory tokens (stars) of your player color,

   the action token of your player color on the Refresh spot, and

   a power token and guile token on the 0 spot of the track.

 PLAYER AIDS: Gain 2 player aids, 1 of each type.

YOU CAN SKIP THE RULEBOOK AND INSTEAD WATCH A RULES VIDEO AT 
STONEMAIERGAMES.COM/GAMES/EXPEDITIONS/MEDIA-REVIEWS  

OR USE A DIZED INTERACTIVE TUTORIAL.

While playing Expeditions, you have the ability to improve your 
mech by tucking partially-exposed cards under your mech mat. 
To make tucking easier, we have included 4 riser stickers for the 4 
corners of the back of your mech mat. This is a permanent change, 
so we recommend first playing a game without the risers to see how 
tucking works and if it’s cumbersome for your playing surface.
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SHARED COMPONENTS

BASECAMP BOARD: Place the Basecamp board on the table, then place each player’s mech next to it. 

LOCATION TILES: Separate the location tiles into three groups by their region (South, Central, and North). 
Shuffle the 6 South location tiles. Referring to the layout diagram at the top right of the Basecamp board, 
place the South locations face up in their marked spots. Repeat this process for the 7 Central and then the 
7  North locations, but place them all face down instead. 

MAP TOKENS: Place 1 map token on each of the face-down locations (Central and North only).

CARDS: Shuffle the meteorite, item, and quest cards into a single deck. Place a card face up in each of the  
5 spots marked on the Basecamp’s layout diagram and place the deck face down to the side.

WORKERS, COINS, AND EXTRA MAP TOKENS: Place these within reach in a general supply.

CORRUPTION BAG: Fill the bag with all corruption tokens except the 20-value corruption (when location 20 is 
revealed during the game, the 20-value corruption will be placed on it).

FIRST PLAYER: Randomly determine the first player.

Red workers represent soldiers, 
blue are engineers, green are 
explorers, yellow are merchants, 
and purple are possessed.
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A turn in Expeditions begins with shifting your action token at the 
upper right of your mech mat. Then you must either (a) take actions 
or (b) Refresh. If you take actions, you must perform all exposed 
actions that you are able to (some combination of Move, Play, Gather). 

Most turns in Expeditions involve shifting your action token to cover 
Move, Play, or Gather, then taking the two exposed actions in the 
rectangular box (in any order). Your action token must stay in the 
rectangular box containing the Move, Play, and Gather actions until 
you take a Refresh turn (when the token will shift to the Refresh spot).

  MOVE: Move your mech to another unoccupied location within range 
(1-3 locations).

  PLAY: Play 1 card from your hand to gain the core value at the upper 
left of the card; you may place a specific worker on the bottom left 
to activate the card’s special ability.

 GATHER: Gain the exposed benefits at your mech’s location.

  REFRESH: Return all workers placed on active cards to your mech mat; 
then return all active cards to your hand. You may take a Refresh 
turn only if your action token was covering Move, Play, or Gather at the 
beginning of your turn.

RED ARROWS:  Only when you start your turn with your action token on 
the Refresh spot (i.e., on your first turn and after your Refresh turns), 
shift your action token to the blank spot and take all three actions—
Move, Play, and Gather—in any order. On the turn after that, you must 
shift your action token to cover Move, Gather, or Play. 

Expeditions is played in consecutive clockwise turns. The end of the 
game is triggered when a player places their 4th glory token with the 
Boast ability (see Boast, page 10, and End of Game, page 13).

EXAMPLE: Sydney shifts their 
action token to cover the 
Move action. As a result, 
they must take the exposed 
actions—Play and Gather—
in either order. On their 
next turn, Sydney must 
either shift their action 
token to cover a different 
action or Refresh (see 
Refresh, page 12).

GATHERMOVE PLAY

REFRESH

G A M E P L AY  O V E R V I E W

MATTHEW & CAESAR
Matthew is a fearless explorer, 
adventurer, and survivalist, 
particularly in the coldest 
regions of the world. When 
he learns of the unexplained 
disappearance of his friend, 
Dr. Tarkovsky, he sets off with 
a search-and-rescue mission 
with his faithful Siberian 
husky, Caesar.

Gain a yellow worker OR Solve a quest; 
if you Solve, gain the core value of all 
your solved quests.

MATTHEW
character

22

11

Move to an adjacent location OR 
Vanquish; if this Vanquish removes the 
location’s final corruption, you may 
gain the revealed benefit.

CAESAR
companion

22

11
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A C T I O N S
MOVE
When you take a Move action or use a Move ability, move your mech to another unoccupied location  
(a location without another mech) within range.

 BASECAMP: Basecamp (where your mech begins the game) is adjacent to 3 locations. After moving off 
Basecamp, your mech will always be on a location—you may not move back to Basecamp (it is not a 
location).

 RANGE: Unless stated otherwise, movement always has a range of 1–3 locations. Your mech must end on a 
different location than where it began.

 While moving, your mech may travel through occupied locations (locations with other mechs). Occupied 
and unoccupied locations count the same against your movement range. Your mech may not move through 
or end on any of the face-up cards among the locations.

In the rare instance that you cannot move your mech to a valid destination, don’t move (you may still take 
the Move action if it’s available; you just forfeit the action).

FACE-DOWN LOCATIONS: If your mech moves to a face-down location, its 
movement ends. Proceed to:

1.  Gain the map token ( ) from the location. They are only useful for a 
glory category and specific cards, where they are simply called “maps”.

2.  Flip the location face up.

3.  Draw corruption tokens from the bag one by one, stacking them face up 
on top of the square at the bottom of the location until the sum of the 
corruption is greater than or equal to the location’s corruption level (small number to the right of the 
square). Example: If the corruption level is 5+ and the first corruption placed there has a value of 4, you must 
draw another corruption and place it on top of the 4. 

   EXCEPTION: When location 20 is revealed, place the 20-value corruption on it instead of using the 
corruption bag.

   EMPTY BAG: If the corruption bag is empty at any time 
during this process, stop drawing corruption and 
leave the location as is.

   THEME: This area of Tunguska is corrupted by the 
ancient evil awakened by the mysterious meteorites. 
Upon discovering this corruption, you vow to 
remove it from the region using power and guile.

EXAMPLE: The blue player wants to move to 
location 12 (an unoccupied location). 
They may do so by moving through the 
red player’s location.

MINING TOWN

/ 5+

Whenever you gain a map, gain $1 if 
your location number is odd and $2 if 
it’s even.

PORTAL ORB
item

Gain  

022
22

55

66

SAWMILL

/

AIRSHIP WRECKAGE MECH JUNKYARD

RIVERSIDE

MINING TOWN

/ 5+

Rescue all other cards. If you rescue at 
least 3 cards this way, gain $3.

REPAIR A  
DAMAGED MECH

quest

5

060
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PLAY 
When you take a Play action, choose 1 card in your hand (the 
left of your mech mat) and play it to your active row (the 
right of your mech mat). If you already have active cards, 
place the new card to their right.

In any order, (a) you may gain the card’s core value (in the 
upper left) and (b) you may place a worker on the card to 
activate its ability (at the bottom). 

CORE VALUE: The upper-left corner of the card indicates the 
card’s core value, (power and/or guile). When you gain 
power or guile, adjust the token on your mech mat’s track.

  CONDITIONS: Some cards grant additional core values if 
you have at least a minimum amount of glory or melded 
meteorites.

  MAXIMUM: You cannot have more than 10 power or 10 guile.  
Example: If you have 9 power and you use an ability that would grant 
you 2 power, gain only 1 power instead.

ABILITY: Each card has an ability that is activated by placing an available 
worker on it; the worker must be of the type shown on the ability. Any 
ability that refers to a token, card, worker, or mech applies only to 
components in your possession unless specifically stated otherwise.

  CONDITIONS: Some abilities grant additional benefits if you have at 
least a minimum amount of melded meteorites. Ignore that text 
unless you meet the condition.

  COLORS: If an ability refers to a card’s color (blue, red, green, yellow, 
or purple), it refers to the color of the worker printed in the lower 
left corner on that card.

 WORKER LIMIT: Each card can hold at most 1 worker.

  PREVIOUS: This refers to the card to the immediate left in the active 
row.

  FACE-UP: This refers to the 5 face-up cards found among the 
locations. Some abilities refer specifically to “adjacent” face-up 
cards; they are referring to cards next to your mech’s location.

CARDS YOU CONTROL ( ) 
Cards you control are always 
face up and may exist in one 
of two places: in your hand 
to the left of your mech mat 
or in your active row to the 
right of your mat. Whenever 
a card is placed in the active 
row (when played, gained, or 
discarded), it is always placed 
to the right of any existing 
active cards. You may arrange 
your hand however you wish, 
but active cards (i.e., cards 
in your active row) are always 
kept in the order they were 
placed. 

Special benefits (Solve, 
Upgrade, and Meld) allow you 
to tuck cards under your mech 
mat; they are no longer in 
your hand or your active row 
and thus are not considered 
“cards you control.”

A C T I O N S continued

Gain a face-up quest OR Solve; if you 
Solve, gain the core value of all your 
solved quests.

ANNA
character

22

11

CORE VALUE

CONDITIONS

ABILITY
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 ITEMS (INSTANT & ONGOING): The abilities on item cards provide 
2 different types of benefits, gained in either order if a 
worker is placed on the card.

  INSTANT BENEFITS: These abilities are printed above the 
worker icon and are gained at the moment you place 
the worker on the card.

  ONGOING BENEFITS: Often noted by the word “whenever,” 
these refer to anything you do—including gaining the 
card’s instant benefit—while the card is in your active 
row with a worker on it (including the turn when you 
place a worker on the card).

 ORDER: If you trigger multiple abilities on a card (e.g., both 
an instant and an ongoing ability), you may resolve them in 
any order. If there is a cost (e.g., pay 2 power to gain $2), you 
must pay the cost before gaining the benefit.

 RESCUE: Rescue a card from your active row to your hand; if the card has a worker on it (or if an ability 
specifically directs you to rescue a worker), return the worker to your mech mat. 

GAINING AND DISCARDING: Gained and discarded cards are placed in the rightmost position of your active row.

  Whether a card is gained or discarded, the player does not gain the core value, and the player does not 
have the option at that time to activate the card’s ability by placing a worker on the card.

  You may only discard cards from your hand.

OR: If a card (e.g., characters and companions) has the word “OR” on it, the clauses before and after that 
word are completely independent. You may only select one or the other.

TRASHING: Trashed tokens or cards are returned to the box (not to the general supply).

 ACTIVATING: If a card activates another card’s ability, do not place another worker; in this way, you may 
activate an ability whether or not it has a worker on it. If the activated ability includes an ongoing ability, it 
applies only until the end of this turn.

VESNA & VOLTAN
Vesna is the founder of Voltan 
Technology Corporation, which has 
become the preeminent provider of 
robots in Europa and beyond. When she 
learns of the mysterious meteorite and 
the missing expeditions that followed, 
she sets off with her robotic Arctic fox, 
Voltan, to search for new technology. Gain a face-up item OR Solve; if you 

Solve, gain the core value of all your 
solved quests.

VESNA
character

22

11

Activate an adjacent face-up card’s 
ability OR Vanquish; if this Vanquish 
removes the location’s final corruption, 
you may gain the revealed benefit.

VOLTAN
companion

22

11

Whenever you gain a worker,  
also gain .

SCYTHE
item

Gain a worker

001
44

CORE VALUE

ONGOING BENEFIT

INSTANT BENEFIT
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 SOLVE ( ): When using a Solve ability, your mech must be on a location tile matching a quest card 
you control (e.g., if the quest card says location 11— which is in the Central region, as noted by 
the “C”  —your mech must be on location 11). Pay the Solve cost (noted on the right side of the 
quest card; e.g., the cost shown here is 2 guile), then you may gain the benefit below the cost. Tuck 
the quest card above your mech mat —or above previously solved quests—so the top of the card 
remains visible.

  Character cards and some other cards have abilities that allow you to Solve quests.

  You may not Solve if you already have 4 solved quests.

  If a worker was on the solved quest, return it to your mech mat as an available 
worker.

  You may use a quest’s Solve ability whether or not its location has corruption.

  If you gain a map token as a Solve benefit, gain it from the general supply. If 
you gain a corruption as a Solve benefit, gain it from the bag.

  Solving quests is a glory category. Additionally, solving quests improves the 
end-of-game scoring of each glory category.

 VANQUISH: When using a Vanquish ability, pay the cost shown on the topmost corruption at your mech’s 
location (power for orange or guile for turquoise), then gain that corruption, placing it on your mech mat. 
You may repeat this process to gain more than one corruption during the same Vanquish ability.

  When you remove the final corruption from a location, a new benefit (Upgrade, Meld, or Boast) is 
revealed and can be gained with Gather abilities. 

  The values and colors on corruption, and the benefits underneath, are public information.

  If corruption is destroyed from a location via an ability that does not result in a player gaining it, return 
it to the bag.

  Corruption is a glory category. Additionally, each corruption token is worth $2 at end of game.

  Location 20 has a single corruption on it valued at 20 (the sum of 10 power and 10 guile). It is the only 
corruption that may be Vanquished using a mix of power and guile. It is worth $2 at end of game (the 
same as other corruption tokens), but it has its own glory category.

A C T I O N S continued

Gain the core value of all adjacent 
face–up cards, then sweep only  
those cards.

CLEAR A PATH INTO  
THE TOWN

quest

11

071

GATHER

(m
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(max 4)
MOVE PLAY

(max 4)

REFRESH

HIGHLANDERHIGHLANDER

You may gain cards directly to your hand.

ARCH THE MINING 
TOWN FOR FUEL AND 

11

EXAMPLE:  You have 10 power and 6 guile, and you activate a Vanquish ability. The location has 3 corruption 
on it. (A) The topmost corruption is orange and has a value of 3; you pay 3 power to gain it. (B) The next 
corruption is turquoise and has a value of 3; you pay 3 guile to gain that as well. (C) The last corruption is also 
turquoise and has a value of 4 ; you can’t afford this, so the Vanquish ability ends.

MOUNTAIN PASS

8+

X7

X6

BMOUNTAIN PASS

8+

X10

X6

MOUNTAIN PASS

8+

X7

X3

CA
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GATHER 
When you take a Gather action, gain the exposed benefits at your mech’s location.

The benefits are shown at the bottom of the location—each icon is a separate benefit. If there is a / symbol 
(“or”), choose only the benefits on one side of that symbol.

GAINING A FACE-UP CARD ( ): Any benefit or ability that refers to “face-up cards” refers to the unclaimed cards 
among the locations. Some benefits may specify an adjacent face-up card ( ), which refers to cards 
adjacent to your mech’s location. Whenever a face-up card is gained, immediately replace it with the top 
card of the deck.

GAINING CARDS: Add the card to the right of any other cards in your active row. Some benefits allow you to gain 
the top card of the deck ( ). Others allow you to draw 2 cards from the deck and keep 1 ( ), placing 
the other face up in a sweep pile next to the deck. If the deck is ever empty, shuffle the sweep pile to form 
a new deck.

SWEEP ( ): Choose any number of the 5 face-up cards among the locations and place them in the sweep 
pile next to the deck. Replace the chosen cards with new cards dealt face up from the deck.

GAINING WORKERS: Workers are limited to 10 per color. If you gain a worker and the general supply has one of 
that color, place it on your mech mat. Workers on your mat are “available.” 

GAINING 1 BENEFIT FROM AN ADJACENT LOCATION ( ): Gain only one of the benefits (i.e., one of its icons) at that 
location, regardless of whether it has a “/” symbol.

ACTIVATING AN ADJACENT CARD’S ABILITY ( ):  This uses the face-up cards among the locations; do not place a 
worker to activate the ability.  If this includes an ongoing ability, it applies only until the end of this turn.

PLAYING 1 CARD FROM HAND ( ): This follows all standard rules for playing a card.

REFRESH CARDS AND WORKERS ( ): Return all workers placed on active cards to your mech mat, then return all 
active cards to your hand. Unlike Refresh turns, do not shift your action token when gaining this benefit.

RESCUE ( ): Rescue a card from your active row to your hand; if the card has a worker on it, return the 
worker to your mech mat.

GATHER

ax
 4

)

REFRESH

Whenever you gain a worker,  
also gain .

SCYTHE
item

Gain a worker

001
44

Gain the core value of all adjacent 
face–up cards, then sweep only  
those cards.

CLEAR A PATH INTO  
THE TOWN
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Move to any unoccupied face-up location.
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LOCATION 14’S MAP TOKEN: Gain a map token from the general supply, if any are available (maps are limited).

UPGRADE, MELD, AND BOAST: All Central and North locations have one of these Gather benefits that is initially 
covered by 1 or more corruption. The Upgrade, Meld, or Boast benefit only becomes accessible when all 
corruption is removed from the location.

  UPGRADE ( ): Tuck an item card from your hand or active row under the right edge of your mech mat, or 
under the previous upgrade, so only the ability is visible (cover the worker icon). The ongoing portion 
of this ability is now activated for the rest of the game.

   Item cards have instant benefits like “gain 1 guile” that are 
gained whenever you play the card (and place a worker on 
it). However, once an item has been upgraded, only their 
ongoing abilities matter (ignore instant benefits).

   You may not Upgrade if you already have 4 upgraded items.

   If a worker was on the upgraded item, return it to your mech 
mat as an available worker.

   Upgrading items is a glory category. Additionally, each 
upgraded item is worth the amount of coins shown in its 
bottom-right corner at the end of the game.

  MELD ( ): Tuck a meteorite card from your hand or active row 
sideways under the bottom edge of your mech mat, or under the 
previous melded meteorite, so only the meld bonus is visible. 
Immediately gain the meld bonuses of all melded meteorites on 
your mech (including the newly melded card).

   You may not Meld if you already have 4 melded meteorites.

   If a worker was on the melded meteorite, return it to your 
mech mat as an available worker.

   Having 1 or 2+ melded meteorites makes each meteorite 
stronger when played (e.g., see the Charterstone on page 9).

   Melding meteorites is a glory category. 

  BOAST ( ): Whenever you Boast, choose exactly one glory category on Basecamp for which (a) you 
have currently reached or exceeded the goal and (b) you don’t already have a glory token (ignore 
your opponents’ tokens; they don’t block you). Place one of your glory tokens (stars) on the selected 
category.

If you have 1 or 2 glory tokens on Basecamp, your character and companion grant additional benefits 
when played. The end of the game (page 13) is triggered when any player places their 4th glory token. 

A C T I O N S continued

Whenever you Move, you may first  
either peek at a location within range 
or gain .

RECON DRONE
item

Move

020
33

GATHER

(m
ax

 4
)

(max 4)
MOVE PLAY

(max 4)

REFRESH

HIGHLANDERHIGHLANDER

You may gain cards directly to your hand.

Move to any unoccupied face-up location.
2

 Gain 
 per adjacent face-up card. Gain $1 per adjacent face-up card.

CHARTERSTONE
m

eteorite

033

1

033

GATHERMOVE PLAY

REFRESH

TATANKATATANKA

(m
ax

 5
)

(max 5)

(max 5)

You may Solve, Upgrade, and Meld 
up to 5 times each.
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GLORY CATEGORIES:

  Solve 4 quests

  Meld 4 meteorites

  Upgrade 4 items

  Vanquish the corruption from location 20

  Have at least 7 corruption tokens (this does not 
include the 20-value corruption)

  Have at least 8 cards in your control (does not 
count solved, melded, or upgraded cards)

  Have at least 7 workers or at least 5 map tokens 
(this is a single category on which you can place at 
most 1 glory, even if you achieve both goals)

ANNA & WOJTEK
Anna is a merchant and a 
diplomat, always in search of 
ways to help others. When she 
learns of the disappearance of 
multiple expeditions and new 
troubles that plague the people 
of Siberia, she sets off with her 
trusty companion and war 
hero, Wojtek.

Gain a face-up quest OR Solve; if you 
Solve, gain the core value of all your 
solved quests.

ANNA
character

22

11

Rescue an active card OR Vanquish; if 
this Vanquish removes the location’s 
final corruption, you may gain the 
revealed benefit.

WOJTEK
companion

22

11
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REFRESH 
When you take a Refresh turn or gain a Refresh benefit, return all 
workers placed on active cards to your mech mat, then return all 
active cards to your hand.

REFRESH TURN: Shift your action token from Move, Play, or Gather to 
cover the Refresh spot. You may take a Refresh turn only if your action 
token was covering Move, Play, or Gather at the beginning of your turn.

On your next turn, shift your action token to the blank spot and take 
all three actions—Move, Play, and Gather—in any order.  On the turn 
after that, you must shift your action token to cover Move, Gather,  
or Play.

REFRESH BENEFIT: If a card or location grants you a Refresh benefit, return 
your cards and workers but do not shift your action token to Refresh.

END OF TURN
At the end of your turn, the player directly to your left takes their turn.

MECH ABILITIES
Each mech has a unique ongoing ability that stays active throughout 
the game.

TATANKA: You may Solve, Upgrade, and Meld up to 5 times each.  
The default maximum for each category is 4.

MARSH STRIDER: Your Move range is 1– 4 locations. The default Move range 
is 1–3.

ODIN’S WRATH: You may trash a map at any time on your turn to gain  
1 power, 1 guile, or $1. This refers to map tokens in your supply; maps 
don’t otherwise serve a purpose as currency.

LUMBERJACK: Whenever you Vanquish, reduce the cost of the first 
corruption of each color by 1. Example: The top corruption at a location 
is 4-orange, so it only costs 3 power to Vanquish. If the next corruption is 
4-turquoise, it costs 3 guile. If it is 4-orange instead, it costs 4 power to gain 
using the same Vanquish ability. For the 20-value dual-color corruption on 
location 20, Lumberjack’s ability decreases it to 18.

HIGHLANDER: You may gain cards directly to your hand. By default, gained 
cards are placed in the active row.

GATHERMOVE PLAY

REFRESH

A C T I O N S continued
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For scoring, we recommend that each player gathers coins 
in hand as they score each category. If you run out of coins at 
any time, use a suitable replacement—there is no coin limit.

E N D  O F  G A M E
The game ends after the turn where a player places their 4th glory 
token on Basecamp. Each player then takes one final turn (i.e., the last 
turn of the game is taken by the player who first placed their 4th glory).

Each player scores the following:

 COINS: The total value of all coins you gained during the game.

  GLORY TOKENS PLACED ON GLORY CATEGORIES: Each glory token scores based on 
the quantity of quests you solved: $5/$6/$8/$10 for 0/1/2/3+ solved 
quests (e.g., if you solved  2 quests, each of your placed glory tokens are worth $8). 

 UPGRADED ITEMS: Each upgraded item scores the coin amount printed on the item’s bottom right corner. 

  CORRUPTION: Each corruption token scores $2; this includes the 20-value corruption. During end-game 
scoring, ignore the printed values on corruption tokens. 

The wealthiest player wins! If players tie for first place, the tied player with the greater sum total of all 
glory categories wins (i.e., each player adds up their quantity of  solved quests, melded meteorites, 
upgraded items, and so on across all categories, including those where they do not have glory). If still tied, 
they share the victory.

EXAMPLE:  At the end of the game, Jakub has glory for melded meteorites, corruption, and cards. 
He solved  3 quests and has $11 in coins, $6 worth of upgraded items, and 10 corruption tokens. 
Therefore, he scores $30 for glory categories ($10 for each of 3 categories), $11 for coins, $6 for 
upgraded items, and $20 for corruption ($2 for each of 10 corruption). Jakub’s final score is $67. 
If Jakub hadn’t solved any quests, he would have scored $15 for glory instead of $30.

GUNTER & NACHT
Gunter is a world-famous 
soldier, leader, and 
tactician, though he finds 
himself with a lack of 
purpose during times of 
peace. When he learns of 
strange attacks and lines 
drawn in the snow of Siberia, 
he heads north with his 
aging dire wolf, Nacht. 

Gain a green worker OR Solve; if you 
Solve, gain the core value of all your 
solved quests.

GUNTER
character

11

22

Gain the core value of any other card you 
control OR Vanquish; if this Vanquish 
removes the location’s final corruption, 
you may gain the revealed benefit.

NACHT
companion

22

11
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SCYTHE VARIANTS: While we are no longer creating new content for the 
original Scythe game, we anticipate that some creative Scythians will 
find a way to incorporate these big mechs into Scythe. Please share 
your creations in the Scythe Facebook group and on BoardGameGeek; 
we’ll post our favorites in the Scythe FAQ on the Stonemaier Games 
website.

ACHIEVEMENT SHEET: Players are invited to record various milestones 
on the included achievement sheet. This is also available as a 
downloadable, printable document on the Stonemaier Games website 
(stonemaiergames.com/games/expeditions).

INSPIRATIONS: Big thanks to the brilliant designers of games that 
inspired Jamey during this creative journey, including Slay the 
Spire, Clank!, Lost Ruins of Arnak, Dune: Imperium, The Quest for 
El Dorado, Shards of Infinity, Nemesis, Yedo, Great Western Trail, 
Magic the Gathering, Tyrants of the Underdark, Dominion, Ark Nova, 
Moonrakers, Dwellings of Eldervale, Dead Reckoning, Islebound, 
Concordia, Century: Spice Road, Inscryption, and, of course, Scythe 
itself.

PHOTO CREDIT: A still photo from the movie Nanook of the North by 
Robert Flaherty was used as an illustrative reference for card 073. A 
Creative Commons photo by Pierre-Yves Beaudouin of a wrestler was 
used as an illustrative reference for the character Matthew. Purchased 
stock photos provided reference for other cards (e.g., various photos 
of animals in different poses).

OLGA & CHANGA
Olga is a former intelligence officer 
who has rejected the warmonger ways 
of her homeland, instead finding 
refuge in remote towns and villages. 
It is in one such village that she 
originally met Dr. Tarkovsky. When 
she learns of his ill-fated expedition 
and those that followed, she sets off 
to find them with her Siberian tiger, 
Changa.

Gain a blue worker OR Solve; if you 
Solve, gain the core value of all your 
solved quests.

OLGA
character

22

11

Gain 1 exposed benefit from an adjacent 
location OR Vanquish; if this Vanquish 
removes the location’s final corruption, 
you may gain the revealed benefit.

CHANGA
companion

22

11
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WANT TO WATCH A HOW-TO-PLAY VIDEO?  
Go to stonemaiergames.com/games/expeditions/media-reviews

WANT TO DOWNLOAD THE RULES OR SEE THE FAQ?  
Go to stonemaiergames.com/games/expeditions/rules-faq

HAVE A QUESTION WHILE PLAYING?  
Post it on the Expeditions Facebook group, on BoardGameGeek, or in the Expeditions channel 

of the Stonemaier Games Discord server stonemaiergames.com/discord 

NEED A REPLACEMENT PART?  
Request it at stonemaiergames.com/replacement-parts

WANT TO STAY IN TOUCH?  
Subscribe to monthly updates at stonemaiergames.com/e-newsletter

 

Special thanks to Thomas Tamblyn for the guile, corruption, meteor, and meld icon designs  
and Skoll for the power icon. The original works have been modified and are licensed under  

creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/legalcode 

AKIKO & JIRO
Akiko is an academic who in 
recent years has devoted herself 
to the study of ancient artifacts 
and lost civilizations that pre-
date humankind. When she hears 
rumors of strange occurrences in 
Tunguska that follow the meteorite 
crash, she sets out to investigate 
with her clever monkey, Jiro. Gain 1 face-up meteorite OR Solve; if 

you Solve, gain the core value of all 
your solved quests.

AKIKO
character

22

11

Activate the previous card’s ability OR 
Vanquish; if this Vanquish removes the 
location’s final corruption, you may 
gain the revealed benefit.

JIRO
companion

22

11
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coin

power

guile

corruption

map

gain 1 benefit from an 
adjacent location

play 1 card from your 
hand (gain its core value; 
you may place a worker)

refresh your cards & 
workers

sweep any number of face-up 
cards to the sweep pile

activate an adjacent face-up card’s ability 
(don’t place a worker)

rescue 1 active card (and the worker on it, 
if any) to your hand

face-up item card

face-up meteorite card

face-up quest card

upgraded item card

any face-up card

a face-up card adjacent 
to your location

top card of deck

draw 2 from deck, keep 
1 (place the other in the 
sweep pile)

Move (page 5): Move your mech to 
another unoccupied location 
within range (1-3 locations).

Gather (page 9): Gain the the exposed 
benefits at your mech’s location.

Play (page 6): Play 1 card from your 
hand to your active row, gaining its 
core value and optionally placing a 
worker on it to activate its ability.

Refresh (page 12): Return all active cards 
to your hand and return all placed 
workers to your mech mat. 

SOLVE ( ; page 8): On a location matching a quest you control, pay the cost 
on the quest and gain the benefit. Tuck the quest above your mech mat; 
the quantity of your solved quests improves end-game scoring.

UPGRADE (  page 10): Tuck an item you control to the right of your mech 
mat, covering the ability’s worker icon.

MELD (  ; page 10): Tuck a meteorite you control under your mech mat to 
gain the benefit on all melded meteorites (including the meteorite 
you just melded).

BOAST ( ; page 10): Place 1 glory token on a Basecamp glory category that 
you’ve completed. This adds to end-game scoring and improves 
your character/companion.

VANQUISH (page 8): Pay the cost of the top corruption on your location to gain 
that token. You may do this for multiple tokens in order via the same 
Vanquish action.

any card you control

Place newly gained cards in your active row. Whenever a face-up card is gained, 
immediately replace it with the top card of the deck.


